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Research experience

Exercises in core courses: (To do, or not to do). It is not a question.

Knowledge of mathematics: (advanced calculus in analytical but

computational (ex. Principle of mathematical analysis), stochastic

differential equations, functional analysis, real analysis, topology, differential

geometry, ...etc.) Le dernier theoreme de Fermat (1637): there is no

x ∈ Z, y ∈ Z, z ∈ Z with x , y , z 6= 0 for solving the equation xn + yn = zn,

where n > 2. The statement has been verified by Andrew John Wiles and

Richard Taylor (1995). To prove the result, the authors introduce subfields

of mathematics: algebraic geometry and group ring for the symmetric

group. Simplicity is beauty.

Cultivate “good” taste during reading: (being a professional gourmet in

academic) Journals you can target.

Digging literatures: (deeply?) 8 ways to prove Arrow Impossibility Theorem
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Research experience

Writing papers from angle of someone else (referees, editor or associate

editor, and readers): (naming concepts or notation, one sentence with one

clear message, paragraphs, sections, writing exposition and proofs logically,

title, keywords and JEL classification numbers, acknowledgement)

Writing referee reports: taste, subjective judgement with clear justification

Taking and answering comments: (from someone in the street and at the

conferences)

Reading referee reports: carefully no matter whether it is positive or

negative

Writing replies to comments by referees, associate editor, and editor

carefully

Presenting your paper or being professional on job market: one sentence, or

10-minute summary, reminder: job talk
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Research agenda

Fairness

Internet Magazine “Adbusters” initiates a movement Occupy

Wall Street in New York (2011/09/17)

Against wealth inequality, 99 percent versus 1 percent

spread over San Francisco, Los Angeles, Chicago, Boston,...etc.

spread over South America, Europe, Asia, Africa,...etc.

Kenichi Ohmae published a book entitled “M shape society” in

2006.

Thomas Piketty publishes a book entitled “Capital in the

Twenty-First Century” in 2013.
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Introduction of fair allocation mechanisms
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Introduction of fair allocation mechanisms

Resource Allocation Problems

Toys resolution problem

School choice problem

Organ transplant problem

Matching problem

Queueing problem

Dividend (Profits) allocation problem

Estate division problem

Bankruptcy problem (originated from two puzzles in Jewish

document, the so-called “Talmud”)
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Research agenda

Contest Garment Problem

Worth of the garment Claimant 1 Claimant 2

100 200

200 50 150
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Research agenda

Estate Division Problem

Estate of the man Wife 1 Wife 2 Wife 3

100 200 300

100 100
3

100
3

100
3

200 50 75 75

300 50 100 150
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Research agenda

King Solomon’s problem

Cake division (pie-cutting) problem

Nuclear power plant (or refuse burner) location problem

Metro station location problem

Social choice problem

Power distribution (apportionment) problem

Gerrymandering problem (redistricting problem)

etc.
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Gerrymandering problem
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Gerrymandering problem
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Research agenda

Each solution (rule) represents a core value system.

Logical relations between core value and “fairness” criteria.

A core value can be represented or equivalent to the implications

of various combinations of fairness criteria.

What makes one solution (core value) different from others.
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Research approaches

1. Definition: simplicity and intuition.

2. Axiomatic approach: The departure point of the approach is the

fairness properties. These properties are formally used to

compare solutions. The ultimate object of the axiomatic

study is to understand the implications of various

combinations of different fairness properties. It is a

centralized system.
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Research approaches

3. Strategic approach: The socially desirable outcome recommended by

the solution (or the core value) that is justified by axiomatic

approach can be achieved through designing a

non-cooperative game in which agents behave based on

their own interests. It is a decentralized system. The

axiomatic and strategic approaches are complement to each

other. The departure point of the approach is to bridge the

gap between the two counterparts (namely, cooperative and

non-cooperative) of game theory.
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